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Introduction 
 

 Impactful as a second wave feminist, educator, and artist, a biographical study of Judy Chicago illustrates the 

complexities surrounding the intersection of feminism and Westernism. Judy Chicago’s life and career are a reflection 

and response to western male patriarchy worthy of examination.  While there are many who could have been chosen 

for this study, it was Judy Chicago that I saw in person at her De Young Museum Through the Flower Exhibit in San 

Francisco, California in October of 2021. The day I photographed her work she happened to be present preparing for 

her performance art series about colored atmosphere. She was giving an interview at the entrance of her exhibit, and 

I listened to her speak briefly about her environmental pieces on black glass which take some eight layers of white 

glaze to build up a base for which the color to stand upon (Chicago).  Intrigued by her small but commanding 

presence and with a body of work from which to study, it was by immediacy and that she became the subject of this 

study.   

The inability to truly see self is a condition no human escapes. Judy is not singled out in judgement for her 
controversial choices, contrarily she is chosen exactly because she so richly and vividly documented and graciously 
presented them at her Through the Flower De Young Museum exhibit in 2021 (Demetrakas, 1980). Judy Chicago is 
unquestionably honest, creative, and brave. She is also often controversial, flawed, and at times lacking self-
awareness. In other words, she is human. Like most who tried before and after her, who have also achieved 
remarkable success, she did not bring about the momentous change she hoped for. Rather than disassemble the 
androcentric “Greco-Roman Judeo-Christian,” or “Western” system in which Judy Chicago struggled against, she 
became effectively reformed by her own success accordingly methodology and impetus were inclined to contradict 
her artworks’ claimed purposes. Balancing personal aspirations with societal needs is a pressure not unique to 
activists and cause driven artists. Many are faced with the same challenges. It is the hope that the nature of this 
study will provide applicable insights and encourage further exploration of challenges in other fields.  

This study will explore the problematic mindset of male superiority inherent in westernized and 
industrialized populations. The arguments offered will present a case for the need to deconstruct and reassess 
American academic institutional pedagogy regarding history, civilization, and environment. The lens of this study will 
be from that of art history more specifically Judy Chicago as she is in a unique position of intersecting with all points 
of study. Chicago is a renowned second wave feminist artist and she “taught the first feminist art course at Fresno 
State College in 1970 (Chadwick, p 373).” Additionally significant is that art speaks where words cannot. A picture 
does say a thousand words. A life of artistic imagery and symbolism will yield a fruitful examination of the cognitive, 
surface, or societal level facets as well as the spiritual, subconscious, and psychoanalytical nuances affecting 
“Western” culture. Finally, the essay will offer suggestions for further exploration from a variety of fields, 
perspectives, and topics on a more in depth level. 

 
 

Challenges 
Orientalism vs Westernism   

In 1979 Edward W. Said published his historic book Orientalism.  Today academia for the most part has made 
Said’s work a foundation block in the deconstruction and dismantling of any notion of “oriental” as a culture or 
geographic location.   But in his chapter on “Imaginative Geography” Said argues the “geographical sectors” of 
Western and Eastern culture are “man-made” and that “the two geographical entities thus support and to an extent 
reflect each other (p. 5).  If academia has agreed to the folly of an ‘Eastern’ concept, does it not follow that the 
counter to eastern or orientalism, Westernism or Occidentalism, is also imaginary folly? Yet nearly half a century 
since Said’s book was published has passed and even as the concept of Orientalism fell into disuse female students 
are still feeling the ramifications of a fictional man-made geographical Westernism.  Julia Wood, author of Gendered 
Lives, Communication, Gender, and Culture, is a Hairston Distinguished professor of communications studies and co-
founder of the National Conference on Gender and Communication Research. In the early 1990’s Wood developed a 
concept called “the hidden curriculum” in which she defines “three interrelated factors” inhibiting equity in 
education (p. 269).  The first of Wood’s factors is “the organization of educational institutions reiterates the gender 
stratification of Western society in which males are defined as authorities and women subordinates (ibid).” The 
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second factor is that women’s contributions are marginalized in history, and the third factor is that academic 
communication styles reinforce male empowerment and learning styles at the expense of the female student sending 
the message that “males are taken more seriously as students (Ibid).” If the United States as a society is to move 
beyond divisive communication and cultural signals, it must begin in American academia.  Academia must model the 
equitable society the nation’s governing laws profess to uphold.  Westernism, like it’s mirror opposite Orientalism 
must be deconstructed. 

Edward Said’s famous book provides a systematic disassembling of ‘Orientalism’ once a commonly used 
term, now reserved for specific artistic periods in art history known for fetishizing cultures deemed to be ‘east’ or of 
the Orient.  The inappropriateness and inaccuracy of the term “orient” were quickly realized through Said’s work.  
Yet somehow the other side of the false dichotomy persists.  Even as Kahn Academy teaches students “We 
understand now that this designation” (of orientalism) “reflects a Western European view of the "East," and not 
necessarily the views of the inhabitants of these areas (Demerdash).” It is not in fact reflecting a Western European 
view of the east at all.  The “Western” views find their source in ancient Greece and Rome (who found their sources 
in Assyria and Egypt).  To Western Europe Rome, Greece, Constantinople, Jerusalem, Egypt, and Assyria are all 
southeast.  Westernism has a meandering identity and does not know where it stands any more than ‘Orientalism’ 
has any valid geography.  Kahn Academy incorrectly attributes Mediterranean views upon Western Europe to 
advance the Greco-Roman Judea-Christian worldview that has come to be known as “Westernism.”  It is not west.  
Western Europeans would be the “barbarians” and “savages” the “Western” history books teach of, terms that are 
both incredibly egregious and consistently normalized.  

Culturally ethnocentric, Westernism ignores geography as Ancient Greece and Rome are Mediterranean not 
west.  Philosophical colonization of Barbarians remains unaddressed as Westernism erases pre Christian European 
history and like the patriarchy enslaves men forcing them into overlords so does westernization also hurt Greece and 
Rome. Aside from Italy’s brief Renaissance (for reflecting back to their ancient culture), both nations and their 
peoples are reduced to artifacts that cease to exist post European conversion to Christianity until in the present day. 

Eurasia is actually a web of people stretching, ebbing, and flowing across the steppes, through the valleys, 
and over the seas. It is time to deconstruct the ‘western’ artificial boundaries. Unifying and uniting peoples begins 
with acknowledging hurtful stereotypes and erasures of cultures.  Western Europe was colonized by ideas spreading 
from the southeast.  It is time to give Western Europe its rightful identity back.  It is critical to addressing the 
misguided and illogical affinities with narratives based in hate and twisted or erroneous pseudo-science. The Sami, 
Komi, Nenets, and countless other nomadic peoples never colonized anyone (at least not in the last 2500 years that is 
known). Nomadic and indigenous polytheistic western Europeans were and are not barbarians or savages.  They 
were and are human beings with valid cultural practices that should have been preserved and revered just as all 
indigenous people groups around the world should be.  There is too much to learn and too little time to persist with 
outdated philosophies based in logical fallacy and prehistoric science. It is time to address the inherent fallacies of 
the ‘western’ view.  

Steeped in western tradition Judy Chicago represents the paradox of the ideology.  Founded in the religious 
identity of monotheism and motivated by command to “save” “others” the good intention of the obedient 
Westerner begins with the command to ‘go into the world’ to ‘save’ people who are not in any way broken or in need 
of saving.  The successful colonization of every continent begins with “missionaries” some of whom carried swords 
and applied believe or die terrorist tactics. There is no room for proselytizing in an inclusive society.  But 
‘Westernism’ by its definition of chosen and saved verses fallen dammed others presents a contradiction to pro 
diversity precepts. This is evident is Judy Chicago’s work Sadr Dinner of her Holocaust Project Series where she 
anoints a symbolic woman (herself?) as leader and savior depicting all the world as delighted to leave their cultural 
identity behind to sit at her table.  Europeans are not delighted to abandon their rich mythologies.  The success of 
Marvel’s Thor and Loki are indicative of the desire to connect with traditions so strong the current days of the weeks 
are still named for these heroes of old from the north.  In the stained glass Sadr Dinner work all the guests extend 
their arms in a worshipping manner toward the Jewess as she performs her rituals steeped in her people’s traditions 
and narratives.  Absent from Chicago’s collection are images of her experiences of other cultures rituals and 
traditions.  There is a consistent theme of superiority characteristic of Westernism throughout Chicago’s work.  
Consciously or not, ‘others’ are presented as less than, or primitive.  
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Primitivism and The Savior Complex  

 
 
 There are no ‘primitive’ peoples at risk of damnation or burning for eternity in hell.  Humanity does not need 
to be saved from tradition and culture.  If Chicago desires a world of equality racism cannot have a seat at the table.  
Bigotry is a deal breaker for any egalitarian society, whether intentionally oppressive or ignorantly misguided.  The 
representation of other cultures in Chicago’s work is alarming in cognitive dissonance.  The images at once profess a 
concern and love while utilizing insulting cruel depictions and promoting oppressive stereotypes.  Her work is laden 

with examples. Her piece entitled Treblinka Extermination is one such example.  The Treblinka concentration camp 
was in Poland during World War 2.  Why Judy chosen this opportunity to depict druken Native Americans and 
inexplainable “others” with dark skin and shamed nudity along with her work named after a Polish concentration 
camp is explained as “confront[ing] formidable issues surrounding the abuse of power and its horrific manifestations 
(Wacks).” Chicago has taken a leap from honoring her Jewish heritage to using her Jewish identity as a means to 
covertly discriminate and degrade people of color.  There is a disconnect between proselytizing patriarchal ideology 
and feminist ideology.  Rabinovitz also describes Chicago’s second wave feminist exhibit The Dinner Party as “a 
religious shrine” with “patriarchal religious symbols” and “conservative religious underpinnings (pp 41, 40, 38).  The 
salvation theme permeating Chicago’s work is a result of a view that the world is bad or fallen and needs saving.  The 
others that need saving become more animalistic in portrayal the darker the skin color.  They are depicted in the 
most offensive lowliest manners.  In contrast to Chicago’s representation of her own people who instead of being 
represented amongst animals are positioned by books and nice homes feeding the poor interceding for all.  In a 
childlike understanding of religion Chicago’s art allows no room for the Negev Bedouin, or the Ashkenazic Jews’ 
nomadic tribal origins.  
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In an absurd fantasy this work depicts the artist’s understanding of her religion as the answer to the ‘oppression’ 
problem.  Resembling other ominous solution propaganda, her work depicts all groups that are not Jewish as 
problematic and animalistic, literally amongst other endangered species while all Jewish people are depicted as 

martyrs, spiritual leaders, and saviors.  That it is included in her Holocaust collection is not without irony.  It is not an 
isolated work.  It is a pattern.  Alice Walker’s critique pointed to the “lack of black representation,” and “for 
representing black female subjectivity in the Sojourner Truth plate, the only plate the contains the face of the woman 
represented (Chadwick, p 393).”  Truly, The Dinner Table hosts fictional Western female (Greek) mythological 
characters over authentic women of color.  Chicago’s artistic choices reveal the conundrum of professing to be an ally 
while perpetuating the very oppressive stereotypes third wave feminists are rallying against. Chicago portrays 
‘primitive” others in her Dinner Plates 1979, in her holocaust work is from 1988, and in her social commentary cut 
board works made in 1993.  She had decades to come to terms with her depictions of others.  There was time for 
growth and change but it did not happen.   
 Instead, Chicago continued to portray dark skinned others as exposed, naked, ashamed, freakish, and ugly.  
She portrays the world of ‘others’ as the worst of the stereotypes, dammed, hopeless, and incapable to help 
themselves. Her depictions are divisive, inaccurate, inflammatory anti-activism that does nothing to promote third 
wave intersectionality and inclusion. One of her cut board series Four Questions (1993) depicts an again shamefully 
naked less than attractive black woman as ‘selling’ her breast milk to a modern middle class white couple.  Where 
she came up with the concept is unknown.  That no one interceded for her own brand’s reputation in all this time is 
baffling.  Working class white American women are not milking African American women.  Both are being ‘milked’ by 
a patriarchy that works best when the bottom of the social pyramid is not united.  In her attempt to ride the third 
feminist wave of intersectionality, Chicago is actually doing the work of the patriarchy for the dominant white male.   
What she is depicting is categorically false.  What is true about this picture is it again represents Chicago’s obliviously 
systemic racial overtures, her willingness to pit women against one another for personal gain, and to misrepresent an 
entire political agenda to keep herself the savior of both the evil white woman and the primitive black woman in 
1993. Both are cruel stereotypes that have caused divisive hateful retaliations between American subgroups. Chicago 
laments in the Los Angeles Times that she is getting written out of Los Angeles because she is a victim of androcentric 
art community (Miranda). She is getting written out because she is the androcentric art community.  Religion, class, 
and race are a consistent theme of benevolent bigotry stemming from too high a view of the Western man and 
“Western” people over others. Chicago, like Westernism continues proselytization of a fallen world that isn’t fallen, 
for economic gain. The faux spirituality is transparent and rejected by the latest waves of feminism. 

Suffering colonizing ‘cultural’ elitism this Westernized point of view stems from the fallacy that dominant 
god-fearing man has been given the earth to subdue by their patriarchal god. The patriarchal god who during the 
exile in Babylon, becomes an omnipotent monotheistic being, merging ancient Judean mythology with Babylonian 
and Assyrian vestiges of Sumerian mythology. Recognizing a consistent theme of self-appointed savior is not unique 
to this criticism, others are moved to address the issue as well.  In her article Issues of Feminist Aesthetics: Judy 
Chicago and Joyce Wieland, Rabinovitz claims Judy “openly reveals her view of herself as a role model,” and further 
argues that “Chicago assumes that by creating The Dinner Party she becomes as exemplary as the women on whom 
the piece centers.”  In other words, self-appointed leader, Chicago elevates herself to the same caliber of 
accomplishments as the women she celebrates simply because she is celebrating them.  She is accomplished by 
association. Rabinovitz continues her argument that “once she sets herself up as a role model, her artistic process 
redeems itself politically and becomes a central part of the project (Rabinovitz).”  Chicago’s methods and actions 
toward other female artists are justified by her view that she is a master, and her cause is worthy of the sacrifice.  But 
is her cause all that noble?  According to Rabinovitz, Judy Chicago’s feminist exhibit “lacks awareness of the 
contradictions it employs (p 41).”  Jane Gerhard’s book, The Dinner Party: Judy Chicago and the power of popular 
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feminism, 1970-2007, dedicates several paragraphs to the criticisms of the religious superiority, and Chicago’s 
attempt to ride the conservative wave of religion prevalent in the late 1970’s early 1980’s (pp 219-221).   

Chicago’s most famous work is based in second wave essentialism.  But her celebration of the female “core” 
does not include the black body.  Chicago’s entire body of work presented at the De Young Museum 2021, over fifty 
years, does not show one female or male black body in celebratory nudity.  Overly focused on succeeding in the 
Western male arena she uses feminist topics but does not live or create the work with those values herself.  Her 
feminism is received as lip service as she adheres to the androcentric white system. Disingenuous and unaware of it 
she still retains androcentric philosophy that the world needs and should be ruled by anyone and Western women 
like her ae best fit to do the ruling.  

 
Waves of Feminism and Classism 

Begun in 1974, with the help of the industrial designer Ken Gilliam, the only paid member of her team, by 
1979 it had been worked on by some three hundred women without pay (Wack). Hailed by some critics as “a 
monumental testament to women’s historical and cultural contributions,” so popular that critics found fault with the 
trendiness of The Dinner Party (Gerhard, p 221).  It received record numbers of attendees, with “100,000 people 
when it opened at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art in April 1979 (Chadwick, 390).” Amongst the praises and 
critiques began murmurs over the process of producing feminist art as “others viewed her work as playing out the 
grand scale of conservative Salon painting and reproducing the structures of the Renaissance workshop with its 
“master” artist and its anonymous apprentices (Chadwick, p 392).”  Chicago may have “scrupulously listed her 
assistants at the entrance to the gallery” in 1974, as Chadwick acknowledges, but in 2021 at the De Young Museum, 
it was her donors scrupulously listed at the entrance of the gallery (p. 390).  The recognition of her volunteer team is 
reserved for its permanent home in The Brooklyn Museum archives, although a picture of the recognition along with 
a list of names is available at The Brooklyn Museum’s website (Brooklyn).  Several of the test plates and tapestry 
from The Dinner Party were on display at the De Young Museum in October 2021, however the attention to 
apprentices and collaborators is not quite as evident. Instead, videos of her anonymous teams from The Dinner Party, 
often upset, overworked, and critical of her are played throughout the exhibit (See screenshots included in Appendix) 
(Demetrakas). She is fully aware of the criticism and seems to own it, even braggartly so.  She exploited excessive 
free labor that would violate labor laws for paid employees.  But Chicago’s net worth is $1,500,000 US dollars to date 
(Networth).  Considering her fame is tied exclusively to this collaboration, it would be ideal feminism to provide some 
level of compensation, if not a nominal portion of book sales about the project.  The misuse of the volunteer or 
student worker is another very western idea that has seeped into Chicago’s feminism.  She has received perhaps her 
loudest criticism for the abuse of free labor.  She notoriously repeats the violation of American labor ethics in her 
collaboration with, Maria Grazia Chiuri creative director of fashion house Dior’s haute couture Paris show in 2020 
(Wacks). Without irony, Chicago and Dior, both incredibly wealthy, utilized students at The Chanakya School of 
Embroidery & Fine Crafts in Girangaon (Mumbai, India), who were paid stipend wages to needlepoint a collection of 
enormous banners with questions regarding the state of humanity if women ruled the world (Zakaria).  One hundred 
women worked hundreds of combined hours each paid “Rs 2,500 per month,” or “a little pocket money” to create 
banners that asked if women ruled the world “would there be private property? (Ibid)” Apparently so. By 
comparison, Dior earned 2,529 euro million per month in 2020 (WSJ).  Converting those numbers to US dollars with 
Google currency converter shows the disparaging classism.  The female students in Chanakya each earned $33.64 per 
month, while Dior earned $2,852,791,878.17 per month.  All total, the 100 women earned $3,364.00 per month.  As 
with The Dinner Party (and The Women’s House), the women were told they were, and felt, lucky to participate.  The 
questions answer themselves as long as there is a ruler the planet will be ruled.  There is nothing innately benevolent 
about women.  The supposition is unfair to men and creates a dichotomist biological view of women that is just too 
narrow to be scientifically accurate or culturally relevant to third or fourth wave feminists.  That the banners were 
created under such dubious capitalistic circumstances is nothing less than embarrassing.  The hypocrisy of the 
exploitation of stipend student labor, and appropriation of third wave feminist activism did not please.  The criticisms 
were exactly as expected.  In the current economy, San Francisco’s single professional women feel lucky to have only 
four roommates. The empathy for the female students and the realization that the middle class in America is already 
gone create an urgency for third and fourth wave feminists to address global social welfare and economic equality.  
Chicago’s upper class wealthy, conservative, and exclusive religious material are no longer relevant.  Inevitably 
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Chicago and Dior are both still receiving much criticism for the publicity stunt. Obliviously the banners are in full 
display at the De Young Museum in Chicago’s 2021 exhibit.  Chicago is adept at art but often shows a remedial or 
cursory level understanding of complex intersections of biology, religion, culture, and etiquette.  One of several video 
documentaries running throughout the exhibit that create a nostalgic and sympathetic picture of Judy as she bravely 
accepts criticism, ponders how to teach Judy to “deal with people (Demetrakas).” It is not a volunteer students’ 
responsibility to fix her professor.  The internalized role of caretaker presents itself in The Dinner Party documentary 
as Judy manages in cultlike fashion to convince her hundreds of volunteers to take on her personality issues as well 
as her professional goals, setting aside willingly all thoughts of self.  This is an all too familiar system, almost identical 
to the system Chicago’s dinner party rebukes.  That her rebuking of a master-student patriarchal economic system 
was created in a master-student patriarchal economic system drew the expected response.  Lauren Rabinovitz 
argued “The Dinner Party lacks awareness of the contradictions it employs (p 41).” 

Perhaps Chicago is more than aware. She did not get hundreds of women to work for her for free by being 
dimwitted.  Perhaps as much as Judy desires to be relevant, she desires more the funding from wealthy patrons and 
the approval of her wealthy peers.  Third wave feminists are more often young, people of colors, men, LGBTQ+, often 
under paid, and understandably concerned with funding more pressing causes then maintaining a millionaire’s status 
in the art museum community.  Second wave feminism, with the emphasis on biological celebration was giving way 
to the more complex scrutiny of the third (and subsequently fourth) waved feminist theory. Whitney Chadwick 
explains how the “investment in biologically based theories of sexual differences” create a “biologically based view of 
culture as well,” which “brought [second wave feminism] into increasing conflict with theories that posited femininity 
as socially produced rather than innate (p 393).” Judy expressed the feeling of “being erased” from the Los Angeles 
art annals despite being added to the textbooks of academic institutions across the United States. Her fears are are 
real.  The younger generation is choosing artists that represent relevance to their critical and immediate concerns.  
Chicago needs to remain relevant in the art arena more than the art arena needs Chicago. Intersectional feminists 
seek restitution, restoration, and not just tolerance, but acceptance.  Second wave artists like Chicago had spent 
decades isolating others and offering patriarchal religion as an answer to the patriarchal problem. Third wave 
feminism is in part a response to the lack of invitation to “the table” by preceding generations. In true patriarchal 
form, the top of the hierarchy belongs to the people with power. Judy’s capitalistically advantageous feminism was 
again proving to prioritize some people’s rights to equality over “others.”  A pattern emerges whereby the person, 
male or female, at the helm of power refuses to redistribute power upon achieving it. Power is addictive by nature, a 
fact which Western society displays a level of cognitive dissonance over. Judy has also forgotten about the next 
generation in her cries of erasure.  How long should the women that come after her wait for their seat at the table?  
Does she have to die before they can join?  Her mortality work suggest she is coming to terms with her own 
transience.  Will this provide a much needed opportunity for self-discovery?  Steadfast to achieving male genius level 
accolades her goals have not grown with the changing times.   

 
Conclusion 

Linda Nochlin describes the learning process since birth as causing humans to see things as normal out of 
habit; what is actually learned very young becomes perceived as ‘the way it is’ by a natural order (Why, p 7).  
Western philosophies are such a phenomenon, learned narratives, often logical fallacies, that cannot continue to be 
taken into academia.  Interpretive fields such as art history, anthropology, and sociology cannot bring “normalized” 
western views into nonwestern systems and apply ideas to cultures where they do not belong.  Assuming Olmec 
heads are male because they are important enough to warrant a statue is one such example.  Another is the 
assumption that any grave with a sword is a male. These logical fallacies inhibit the progress of knowledge.  More 
than seeking truth, Westernism seeks to control progress and as much as possible maintain status quo. Chicago’s life 
is a microcosm of Westernism it all its complexities and contradictions.  An examination of any citizen of the United 
States could show a similar outcome although perhaps not as financially lucrative, interesting, and colorful.   

Chicago began her Dinner Party after Canadian feminist artist created her exhibit six years prior in 1968 

(Rabinovitz).  San Francisco Jewish community leaders began discussions to create a Holocaust Museum in the late 

1970’s.  I would learn about this because a holocaust survivor was a patient that I cared for in 2015.  He was active in 

getting the installation approved including giving a speech of which he was still proud.  In 1980 Judy Chicago prayed 
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for the first time. When Reaganomics and conservatism gained popularity in the 1980’s Judy became a religious 

leader.  When that waned, she became an environmental activist.  Judy was a master at riding the trendiest waves.  

In her efforts to stay relevant and avoid her fear of erasure, she has hidden behind the safety of established social 

agendas.  Rather than leading the forefront of change, she has usurped causes for her own artistic fame.  This is the 

‘western’ modus operandum.  A study of Westernism could have just as easily focused on capitalism in the art 

community.  Like any patriarchal leader Chicago places career and society’s view of success in her professional life as 

one of her highest priorities, valuing her place in art history above all professionally. Yet her fear of being erased 

continues to haunt her. Chicago is well aware of how history treats women “it didn’t get better for the women in the 

next decade; they were written out (Demetrakas, Chicago).” This is her lifelong fear – to be forgotten.  All the effort 

she committed to only be forgotten is too painful, but it is the reality every human faces. We are an entity as a whole 

struggling with individualism.  Feminism by the name chosen admittedly still works within the patriarchal western 

system.  The battle of the sexes and the dichotomy of male-female is being replaced by a more scientific 

understanding of gender and human sexuality.  All waves of feminism continue to view societal constructs through a 

dichotomist lens.  Feminism in each stage did life changing work for millions of women, men, and children.  Chicago is 

in the history books.  It is time to listen.  It is time for the younger generation to have the same voice Judy desired 

isolated and hurt by Westernism all those years ago.  She gave her best to make change.  She carved a placed in the 

chain of women marching forward towards a more just egalitarian society. Now it is someone else’s turn.  

Chicago’s life work as an artist has been a journey through the intersection of Westernism and feminism. At 
once she is both self-appointed savior and peripheral woman fighting for a place ‘at the table.’  She fluctuates 
between roles as need arises. Her lofty collaborations were motivated by a powerfully driven ambition to be famous 
for her trade and remembered by history. She has succeeded.  She is taught in the university text books.  At times, 
her ambition attached to movements for social justice and environmental protection. Much like her male cohorts, 
she was presented with a set of dichotomies and forced to choose her path. Her choices affirm the historical 
evidence that people do not differ significantly by gender in personality and method when it comes to ambition.  Her 
intentions are not malicious or cruel. They are a response to her own experience. She wants the same rights and 
opportunities as her male counter parts. Why shouldn’t she?  Except the ends justify the means to Judy Chicago just 
as they do to ‘Western” expansion.  She became the very thing she fought against. She succeeded in a man’s art 
world by internalizing the misogyny. Her legacy reflects power and funding as much as artistic ingenuity, feminism, 
and environment. Be it cynical or benevolent in a society that thrives on capitalism, fine art is as much about power 
distribution and large scale investment.  Hierarchal patriarchal based apprenticeship and driven self-promotion (self-
elected voice of female artist) leave little room for apprentices’ growth or for a new generation.  Her work introduces 
itself as innovative yet is imitative of particularly Hilma Klint but also Sonia Delaunay and as stated, Joyce Wieland 
exhibited her feminist crafts seven years prior (Rabinovitz, p 38).  Lacking originality does not equate to talentless.  It 
is enough to reaffirm and present multiple views of the same topic. What it reflects is the pattern of Western 
consumerism. Like power, consumerism is addictive.  Tags like “new and improved” and “buy bulk” are still effective 
because of the societal roles established as Nochlin described since birth (Why p 7).  Some will argue it is a woman’s 
natural inclination to shop because it fulfills her gatherer needs while men desire the hunt of working.  
Unfortunately, anthropologist’ latest discoveries suggest a more gender neutral society, more heavily utilizing 
gathering with occasional gender inclusive hunts (Cummings, p. 1013).  The drive to shop is learned from birth 
through robust marketing education. It is time for Westernism to face a logic test.  Western ideology is based in ideas 
that do not hold up to scientific data.  

This essay presented an introductory overview of the disconnect between Westernism, feminism, and 

equitable representation.  It will be up to the next generation to decide what to call the current times.  It is up to 

academia to provide the data and tools for the next generation to make wise choices for humanity.  Included below 

are suggestion, by no means exhaustive.  These ideas are meant to be seeds for thought or launching points for ideas 

for further study.  Ideally the list will grow with contributions from academics in multiple fields.  

 
Suggestions for further study:   

• Deconstructing Westernism 
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• Europe, The Americas, and the Mediterranean Post-Westernism  

• Rethinking American pedagogy with the Western lens removed.  

• Catalog a time before the Eurasian steppes were divided longitudinally, cutting off ancestral nomadic routes.  

• Explorations of tribal and geographic identity before Industrialization and capitalist hyper-productivity 
rearranged and disconnected people from their origins.  

• Artstory verses his or her story, gender neutral educational language from the perspective of art, and on to 
additional subjects.  

• Primitivism and classism  

• Elevating environment, contrasting industrialized verses indigenous and the effects on planet.  

• Barbarian a bad word?  Further study is needed on the deconstructing of 'Westernism' or the idea of a 
'western philosophy' along with examining terminology such as 'barbarian' and the effects of an externally 
derived identity on people groups. Perhaps authentic identify is necessary in avoiding false and dangerous 
delusions based on inaccurate facts creating an unhealthy and misplaced 'nationalism.' 

• Industrialization, environmental problems, and Indigenous answers.  

• Applying the logic test to classical philosophies in Western thought. 
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Appendix 

 

Link to Exhibit Images by Lynda Anne Williams https://photos.app.goo.gl/KUVMipXAK4NorcBf7 
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